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ABSTRACT

Syllable to word decoding plays a very
important role in Chinese large vocabulary
continuous speech recognition (LVCSR).
However, lack of word boundary and other
characteristics of Chinese language
prohibit the development of high quality
language model and decoder. In this paper,
we present a multi-path search algorithm
with language model optimization and
automatic lexicon augmentation method to
improve the accuracy of syllable to word
decoding. The experiment result shows
that our method achieves 34.76% character
accuracy improvement over the baseline
performance.

1. INTRODUCTION

Because of the characteristics of Chinese
language, there are two major difficulties
in achieving high accuracy in syllable to
word decoding. 1) There is no distinct
word boundary in Chinese language. Any
multi-character word can be regarded as a
concatenation of shorter words. This poses
a challenge on finding the most likely
word sequence in both training data
segmentation and syllable to word
decoding. 2) The homonym and
homograph phenomena are very common.
There are about 400 toneless syllables in
Mandarin serving as pronunciation units
for thousands of Chinese characters.
Therefore, many words have the same
pronunciation, which causes difficulty for
finding the correct words in decoding.

In conventional language models [1][2][4],
the training data is first segmented based
on a word list. After occurrence counting

and data smoothing, a language model is
trained. This language model is used in the
decoding process. We propose improving
the segmentation of each sentence by
reducing the entropy of the language
model and augmenting the lexicon. To
achieve these two goals, we use an
iterative language model training strategy.
Starting from a small word list, a raw
language model is first trained in each step.
Secondly, we re-segment the training data
by segmenting each sentence into several
word candidate sequences, and find the
one that achieves maximum likelihood
based on the raw language model. Thus
we can train an optimized language model
via this multi-path search segmentation
strategy. In the third phase, selected word
pairs are merged into new words based on
a statistically represented morphological
rule. This language model training method
is described in section 2.

Syllables to word decoding draw the
attention of research recently and some
progress has been made [3]. However,
there is still one essential problem--the
language model is always obtained by
finding the most likely word sequence
given a certain segmentation of the input
syllable sequence. Thus, if the
segmentation is wrong, then the correct
result becomes impossible to attain.

In this paper, we propose a solution to the
above-mentioned problem. During
decoding, we aim to find the top several
highly likely word sequences, each of
which represents a unique segmentation.
Each word sequence is extended into a
word lattice by finding all homonyms of
every word in the sequence. Then we
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apply a full search on every word lattice,
choosing the overall best path as the
recognition result. This decoding method
is further discussed in section 3.

2. Language Model Training

In the Chinese language, a morpheme can
also be regarded as a word [1][5]. Thus
we aim to find the efficient parameter
estimation rules that reflect the
morphological features of word
construction from studying efficient
parameter estimation strategies of word
distribution in language.

2.i Automatic Lexicon Augmentation

The approach of Witten-Bell [4] back off
defines the likelihood of )|( hwP  as:
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where w  is a word, h  is the history of

this word, that is, w  follows h , 1−h  is
lower level history, )(xc  is the frequency

of x , and )(hn is  the number of unique

words following h .

In the Witten-Bell approach, the likelihood
of an unseen word xw  given h  is
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constant for all xw . It can be regarded as

the likelihood of any given h  if all words
are identical independently distributed

given h . Thus the ratio of 
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reflects the dependency of w given h .

We suggest that if the probability of a
language model entry is much larger than
its back off probability, then the characters
in that entry can be merged into a word.

For example, using bigram and Witten-
Bell back off approach:
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The back off probability is:

 )()()|( wPhhwPb = λ

thus
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where N  is the number of words that
occur in the training data.

If  ))|(log())|(log( hwPbhwP −  is very
large,

Then
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is also very large(relatively). Since )(wc
is always larger than )(hwc , then

)(hn must be small and/or )(wc  is close

to )(hwc  (relatively). It means that when

w  occurs, it is highly likely that it will
follow h, thus we can merge w  and  h
into a word.

2.ii Language Model Optimization

We aim to optimize the language model by
reducing the entropy of the language
model over training data, so that the
language model can better reflect the
statistical property of the training data.
The entropy )(LMH  is defined as:

))(log()( 1 WPLMH n−=



where )(WP  is the a priori probability of

word sequence W  given language model
LM , the higher  the )(WP , the lower

the )(LMH . Thus we aim to find the best

word sequence among the training data
that achieves maximum value of )(WP
given a language model.

2.iii Multi-path Search

We use the following method to find the
best word sequence:

For a sentence T , we divide it into 2 parts
between the ith  character and the

thi )1( − character. Then we apply left-

most-longest (LML) segmentation for
either part, and get two word sequences.
Combine the two, we can have a word
sequence iW . Suppose T  has n
characters, we can segment it into n  word

sequences }...{ 1 nWW  by moving the

division point mentioned above from
before the first character of T  to before
the last one of T . The word sequence used
in language model training is

)(maxarg i
i

WPW = , where iW  is among

}...{ 1 nWW .

2.iv Algorithm
There are 4 steps in every iteration,
basically, it involves raw language model
training; language model optimization
based on raw language model; lexicon
augmentation based on optimized
language model and lexicon pruning:

1. LML segment the training data by the
newly updated lexicon, train a bigram
language model.

2. Re-train the language model using
multi-path search based on the raw
language model.

3. Merge every word pair (h, w) that
achieves

α>− ))|(log())|(log( hwPbhwP
into a new word hw . Add them into
the lexicon.

1. Re-segment the training data by
LML segmentation n using the

extended lexicon and delete the
words that do not occur. For example:
there are three words in the lexicon:
饕餮 (tao1 tie4, a word for describing
people who love to eat), 饕 and 餮.
Both of the words 饕  and 餮
characters are only used in this word
饕 餮 . That is, they are always
substrings of word 饕 餮 . Thus,
keeping them in the lexicon is useless.
Besides, the will not be segment out.

The above procedure is shown in Fig.1:

Fig 1: language model optimization with
lexicon augmentation

3. Syllable to Word Decoding via Multi-
path Search

During decoding, we aim to find the top
several highly likely word sequences, each
of which represents a unique segmentation.
Each word sequence is extended into a
word lattice by finding all homonyms of
every word in the sequence. Then we
apply a full search in every word lattice,
choose the overall best path as the
recognition result.

Given an input syllable sequence S , we
first use multi-path search to find the
candidate word sequence. That is, we
divide the syllable sequence into two parts.
For each part, we apply LML
segmentation using the lexicon, and find a
word sequence that is represented in
pronunciation by this part of S . Then
combine the two sequences into one. After
that, expand the whole word sequence by



finding all homonyms of each word, and
construct a word lattice. Then we apply
the full search with pruning over the lattice
and find the best path that achieves the
highest likelihood, based on retrieving the
language model. Moving the division
point from the beginning to the end of S ,
we can construct corresponding word
lattices and find the best path of each one.
The one that achieves the highest
likelihood among all best paths is the final
decoded result.

The above procedure is shown in Fig 2:

Fig 2: Construction of one word lattice
in multi-path search decoding

4. Experimental Results

We start from a word list that contains
about 14,000 words. The training data is
10 years of People’s Daily. Using our
method in training bigram model, the
character accuracy is improved by
34.76%(87.07% vs. 64.61%) after 4
iterations. We compare our system to
another system with 1-path decoding that
uses trigram model trained from
conventional approach. We achieve better

character accuracy by using bigram model
in our method than using trigram model in
the conventional method. Our method
outperforms the conventional method by
8.69%(87.07% vs. 80.11%). Our method
also provides an updated word list
automatically over any given domain.
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